Gastric cancer (GC) is one of the most prevalent malignant types in the world and an aggressive disease with a poor 5-year survival. This cancer is biologically and genetically heterogeneous with a poorly understood carcinogenesis at the molecular level. Although the incidence is declining, the outcome of patients with GC remains dismal. Thus, the detection at an early stage utilizing useful screening approaches, selection of an appropriate treatment plan, and effective monitoring is pivotal to reduce GC mortalities. Identification of biomarkers in a basis of clinical information and comprehensive genome analysis could improve diagnosis, prognosis, prediction of recurrence and treatment response. This review summarized the current status and approaches in GC biomarker, which could be potentially used for early diagnosis, accurate prediction of therapeutic approaches and discussed the future perspective based on the molecular classification and profiling. Core tip: Gastric cancer (GC) is one of the most common leading causes of cancer death in the world. Hence, any effort in early diagnosis, choice of appropriate therapeutic strategies and efficient monitoring can have a pivotal role in reducing the disease related mortalities. Our review purpose the current trends in GC biomarker which are classified as pathologic signaling, genetic or epigenetic changes within the tumor tissue as well as non-invasive biomarkers such as blood or gastric juice based markers. 
INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer (GC) is the fourth most common malig nant disease and the second leading cause of cancer related death worldwide [1] . Despite significant improve ments in the survival of patients with GC over the past several decades, GC is often diagnosed at an advanced stage and prognoses is still unsatisfactory due to the high incidence of recurrence [2] . Since GC is mostly asym ptomatic until it progresses to advanced stages, the early detection using effective screening approaches is important to impair GC mortalities [2] . Biomarkers are characteristics that are objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic process, pathogenic processes, or pharmacological response to a therapeutic intervention. Various biomarkers related to DNA, RNA, exosome, etc. have been found by recent advances in genome analysis. Development of these biomarkers in the field of cancer treatment is expected to greatly contribute to the progress of cancer, selection of appropriate therapeutic strategies and efficient followup programs.
GC is a heterogeneous disease in which each cancer patient exhibits a distinct genetic and molecular profile. Unfortunately, although a numerous studies has been conducted on molecular biomarkers, most of the identi fied biomarkers failed in the validation studies. Almost patients with advanced GC still cannot be treated with a targeted therapy and currently no diagnostic markers can be seen for secondary prevention. For being able to use GC associated biomarkers in clinical care of patients, comprehensive review to determine the direction for identifying the precise biomarker pinpoint that can be explored for the personalized therapy.
This review aims to classify developing topics for biomarkers in GC, while providing insights on potent candidates based on novel molecular classification that ultimately highlight molecular studies and clinical imple mentation. These findings should be useful for translating molecular classification and profiling of tumors into therapeutic targets and predictive biomarkers to achieve personalized treatment in the future.
LITERATURE SEARCH
PubMed was searched for English articles using the medical subject heading terms 'gastric cancer', and 'biomarker'. Relevant articles from clinical trials and experimental studies since 1989 were included as well as background articles relevant to the disease processes of interest. Articles which did not include biomarker analysis of GC were excluded from this review.
BIOMARKERS OF GC APLLIED IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
Gastric tumor markers have been used for the diagnosis, the determination of the clinical stage, the evaluation of treatment responses, and the screening for recurrence after successful therapy [3] . Although many biomarkers for GC including carbohydrate antigen (CA) 724, alpha fetoprotein, carbohydrate antigen (CA)125, SLE, BCA225, hCG and pepsinogen Ⅰ/Ⅱ have been reported, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and CA199 are still the most frequently used biomarkers in clinical practice for GC.
CEA
CEA is the most widely and frequently used markers in clinical practice in the digestive tract cancer. CEA is known as an independent risk factor for predictive liver metastasis relapse [3] . Increased CEA levels are found in advanced stages of GC in a proportion of all GC patients; therefore, CEA levels are not an effective method of screening. CEA levels in peritoneal lavage fluid are said to accurately predict peritoneal recurrence after a curative resection of GC [4] . The addition of immunohistochemical CEA measurement to conventional cytology resulted in increased sensitivity. Measurement of CEA mRNA using RTPCR is useful for detecting micrometastasis in the peritoneal cavity [5] .
CA19-9
CA199 is a glycolipid antigen that has been identified in colorectal cancer, and it is a ligand for Eselectin, which is expressed on the surface of endothelial cells [3] . CA199 has previously been a commonly used marker in gastrointestinal cancer; however, it is present in a number of types of cancer, in particular pancreatic and GC. CA199positive GCs demonstrated distinct clinico pathological characteristics such as antral location, diffe rentiated histology, prominent lymphatic and venous invasion, higher proportion of lymph node metastasis, and advanced stage [6] . Previous studies reported that the sensitivity for recurrence of CA199 was 56%, with a specificity of 74% [7] . Moreover, the combination of CA199 and other tumor markers provided more useful information for prediction of recurrence [8] . The sensitivity was reported to increase to 87% when CA199 was combined with CEA.
Other conventional biomarkers
Tumor markers, such as CA724, alphafetoprotein and CA125 have been widely used for the diagnosis of GC.
Although CA724 often represents the superior sensi tivity and accuracy compared with CEA, there are few studies on predictive screening or early detection for CA724 under the circumstances. AFP positive GC has the characteristics of high stage and easy occurrence to liver metastasis [9] . AFP producing GC in AFPpositive group also shows the aggressive proliferation and enhanced neovascularization compared with in AFP negative group [10] . CA125 level has been said to be significantly associated with the occurrence of peritoneal dissemination in GC [3] . In patients who have carried out curative surgery, CA125 positivity may serve as the pre dictor of peritoneal dissemination [11] .
HER2
HER2 is the first molecular biomarker available for GC patients in clinical practice. HER2, (a protooncogene encoded by ERBB2 on chromosome 17) is a cell mem brane surfacebound receptor tyrosine kinase and is one of the four members of the human EGFR family, including EGFR/HER1, HER2/neu, HER3, and HER4 [12] . Although the significance of prognostic and predictive value of HER2 is not established in GC, the importance of HER2 as biomarker is known to be emerged. The studied HER2 amplification in patients with GC ranges from 6% to 23% [1315] . Histological evaluation revealed the HER2 overexpression/amplification rate was predominantly seen in the intestinaltype than in diffusetype cancers (32% vs 6%) [1518] . Trastuzumab, a HER2targeted agent, inhibits HER2mediated signaling and prevents cleavage of the extracellular domain of HER2 [13] . Trastuzumab is the first molecular targeted agent approved as standard treatment in GC. Trastuzumab for Gastric Cancer (ToGA) study, an openlabel phase Ⅲ, randomized controlled trial, showed that an addition of trastuzumab to capeci tabine or 5FU and cisplatin demonstrated a clinical benefit compared to chemotherapy alone in terms of tumor response and is now considered to be the standard of care for HER2positive GC [13] . Moreover, assessment of HER2 expression in the primary gastric tumor is a reliable foundation for examining treatment with antiHER2 agents in patients with secondary foci [17, 18] . There are several other HER2targeted agents such as pertuzumab, lapatinib and trastuzumab emtansine being investigated in randomized clinical trials in patients with HER2positive GC [1921] . However, no significant evidence was found yet. Several obstacles, such as determining the suitable dose of trastuzumab, identifying a predictive biomarker, exist for the advancement of HER2targeted therapy in GC [22] . Some researches proved the usefulness of several factors for monitoring the efficacy of trastuzumab alone or combined chemotherapy, such as p27
Kip1 and HER2 extracellular domain [23, 24] . Resistance to trastuzumab is also nowadays topic in HER2 positive GCs. One of the most important mechanisms underlying trastuzumab resistance is dysregulation of phosphatidylinositol3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt/mTOR pathway. It is well known that PIK3CA mutations and phosphate and tensin homolog (PTEN) inactivation may affect the effectiveness of HER2 targeted therapy [25] . Thus, combination therapy of trastu zumab with PI3K inhibitors may provide substantial benefit in patients with HER2positive GC. CCNE1 ampli fication, one of the most popular cooccurring copy number alteration, are negatively related with the re sponse to HER2directed therapy, suggesting its potential role as a biomarker of resistance in patients with ERBB2 amplified GC [26] .
CURRENT TOPICS OF BIOMARKERS IN

GC
The measurement of conventional serum tumor bio markers has been widely accepted in the diagnosis and prediction of recurrence in GC. However, due to their insufficient specificity and sensitivity, these molecular markers cannot be applicated for early GC detection. Therefore, novel and dependable tumor biomarkers are urgently needed.
Metastasis related genes
FGFR2:
With the progression of molecular biological techniques over the last several years, investigators have increased pivotal insights into the oncogenesis mechanisms. Besides the wellknown pathogenic factor, a variety of experimental procedures have ascertained numerous oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, including cell cycle genes in the cell growth and signaling pathways [2729] . A wellorganized clarification of these complexity of molecular and genetic profiles will lead to the precise strategies of personalized treatment. The fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFR) family consists of four members, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3 and FGFR4. These receptors bind to their highaffinity ligands, the fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) [30] . Gene amplification of FGFR induces receptor overexpression, chromosomal translocation, and point mutation or enhanced kinase activity [31] . Various basic diverse cellular behaviors and cellular processes, such as mitogenesis, differentiation, cell proliferation, angiogenesis and invasion are inter mediated though FGFRs signaling pathway [30] . The frequency of overexpression of FGFR2 was 31.1% and was more common than EGFR (23.5%), HER2 (11.8%), MET (24.9%) [32] . Thus, FGFRs should attract substantial attention as a useful therapeutic candidate for targeted anticancer agents. FGFR2 amplification was found to be associated with a higher pT stage, higher pN stage, lymph node metastasis and related to poor overall survival [33] . A recent study described that FGFR expression was positively associated with the recurrent rate more than 5 years in patients with stage Ⅱ/Ⅲ GC who undergo curative surgery and adjuvant chemo therapy with S1 [34] . This result indicates that FGFR2 could be the biomarker for predicting longterm failure of adjuvant treatment of S1 in patients with curative resection for advanced GC.
E-cadherin: Ecadherin is a transmembrane molecule
PIK3CA mutations have a critical role in resistance to antitumor drugs and acquisition of metastatic potential, its mutations did not likely to have an established efficient on prognosis. It has been reported that no ethnic differences in PIK3CA mutation frequencies exist, whereas the PIK3CA mutations are predominantly found in 80% of Epstein Barr virus (EBV) positive subgroups [45] . A recent study pointed that pAKT negative tumors are more malignant than pAKT positive but are rescued by the adjuvant chemotherapy for GC patients undergoing gastrectomy regardless of the PIK3CA mutation status [46] .
MET:
MET is a transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor identified as the receptor for hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor (HGF/SF). Activation of MET phos phorylates several signal transduction cascades, leading to cancer cell growth, angiogenesis, migration, and metastases [47] . MET amplification and/or overexpression of its secreted protein has been reported to be involved in the carcinogenesis, therapy efficacy, and outcome of GC [48, 49] . The measurement and assessment of HGF activity have been crucial role in understanding the tumor microenvironment that prompt tumor metastasis and drug resistance [47] . The recent immunostaining ex periment has presented that MET expression was signi ficantly associated with lymphatic vessel invasion and poor overall survival (OS), implying that the expression of HGF/cMet pathway might serve as a prospective predictive factor in patients with GC [50, 51] . Interestingly, patients with a lower pretreatment HGF level showed a positive response to the treatment of trastuzumab. Serum level of HGF was increased in the patients who had no effect on tastuzumab compared with the pre treated level [52] . In the meanwhile, MET may be a useful predictive marker for chemotherapy, because MET signaling positively related with chemoresistance of GC therapy via increasing UGT1A1 level [53] . vascular endothelial growth factor: Several signal transduction pathways are proved to be associated with tumorassociated angiogenesis, including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [54] . VEGF is a pivotal growth factor and signaling molecule to promote for mation of new blood vessels. Binding to its receptor, VEGFR, activates a complex cascade of downstream signaling pathways, which leads to neovascularization, vasodilation [54] . Inhibition of VEGF and/or VEGFR activity impaired these pathways, which results in reduction of tumor proliferation, survival, and invasion. VEGF and its receptors are upregulated in 40% to 36% of cases, respectively in GC [55] . Antibodies against VEGF and VEGFR have been shown to yield antitumor effect, and to date, combined therapy with cytotoxic chemotherapy are adapted as standard first or secondline treatment of GC. Ramu cirumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal anti body (mAb) specific for VEGFR2 and impairs its activity by VEGF. Ramucirumab has provided antitumor effect in clinical practice as a single agent (REGARD trial) and that is involved in the cellular calciummediated adhesion. It is encoded by CDH1 located on the chromosome 16 (q22.1). Ecadherin closely associates to epithelial gastric cells adhesion and differentiation, which is an important prevention against the malignant formation [35] . CDH1 is one of the most pivotal tumor suppressor genes in GC, and its disruption of activity has been proven to be closely related with the invasive and metastatic capacity [36] . The Ecadherin gene can be inactivated by several mechanisms, including CDH1 mutations, hyper methylation, loss of heterozygosity (LOH), H pylori infec tion, transcriptional repression binding to the CDH1E box element, and tyrosine phospholyration (e.g., EGFR, MET and FGFR) [36] . Hereditary diffuse GC (HDGC) is an autosomal dominate cancer syndrome representing approximately 2% of all GCs [37] . Germline mutations in the CDH1 gene are identified in HGDC, leading to the histological characteristics similar to diffusetype GC. The cumulative risk of GC by 80 years of age in male CDH1 mutation carriers is 83% for advanced GC [38] . Unfortunately, metastatic HGDC patients show lower survival compared with other sporadic GC. A recent study described that Ecadherin/cateninEGFR crosstalk is closely associated with HDGC. Enhanced sensitivity to EGFR and PI3K kinase inhibition was induced by loss of Ecadherin/cateninEGFR interaction in HDGC families with CDH1 germline mutations, suggesting that these inhibitors would be an attractive tool for the targeted therapy in HGC patients in the near future.
Patients with GC showing somatic CDH1 epigenetic and structural alterations have a worse overall survival than patients with tumors negative for CDHI alterations. This finding indicates that the presence of CDH1 epigenetic and structural alterations in a diagnostic/ preoperative biopsy may serve as clinically useful bio marker [39] . A recent study examined the diagnostic role of promoter methylation status of CDH1 in blood samples of patients with GC [40] . Interestingly, the significant facili tation of promoter methylation of CDH1 was shown in blood samples, suggesting that promoter methylation of CDH1 may be a good candidate of biomarkers in patients with GC.
PI3K/Akt/mTOR: PI3K/Akt/mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling is a crucial mediator of many essential cellular processes; genomic instability, cell cycle, growth, metabolism, survival, metastasis and resistance to chemotherapy [41] . The PIK3CA gene encoding the PI3K catalytic isoform p110α is the second most frequently mutated oncogene, and PTEN encoding the major phosphatidylisositol phosphatase is one of the most mutated tumor suppressor genes Deregulation of the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway can occur secondary to oncogenic mutations of PIK3CA [42, 43] . Genetic deregu lations in the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway have been identified frequently in GC. PI3K/Akt/mTOR expression has been associated with the lymph node status and poor survival [44] . The PI3KCA has been reported to be identified in 4%25% of patients with GC [25] . Although in combination with paclitaxel (RAINBOW trial) [56, 57] . In a recent, VEGFR2 as predictive/prognostic biomarkers has been shown in two independent phaseⅢ studies evaluating the role of ramucirumab in GC. In the RAISE study, secondline treatment with remucirumab com bined with FOLFORI presented that the group of high expression of VEGFD had a longer survival compared with that of low expression of VEGFD in colorectal cancer [58] . Therefore, it could be plausible that VEGFD would be a promising predictive biomarker for ramu cirumab efficacy in GC.
TP53: TP53 gene is an extremely crucial tumor sup pressor which plays a role as an important regulator of different cellular processes including growth arrest and apoptosis, DNA damage, and aberrant proliferative signals [59] . The mutational site of p53 in GC is wide and the reported incidence of p53 mutations ranges from 3.2% to 65% [60] . The incidence of p53 mutation was significantly lower in EBVGC (n = 1) when compared with nonEBVGCs (n = 10) [61] . TP53 mutation is identified most often in the intestinal type of GC [62] .
TP53 codon 72 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
Arg72Pro was correlated with a shorter outcome in patients with GC. TP53 codon 72 SNP was shown to predict the response to chemotherapy, and related with the time to progression in advanced GC patients treated with paclitaxel and cisplatin chemotherapy [63] .
Immune checkpoint
The programmed cell death 1 (PD1) and 2 (PD2) are key immune checkpoint receptors expressed on activ ated T and B lymphocytes, natural killer T cells, and monocytes [64] . Binding of its two ligand, programmed death1 ligands (PDLs) 1 and 2 to PD1 on activated T cells leads to downregulation of cytotoxic Tcell ac tivity and also induce immune tolerance to tumor. The expression of PDL1 in patients with GC is ranged in 15% to 70% of cases, and they are correlated with poor outcome [65] . Targeting the PD1 pathway and immune checkpoint blockade has proved to be a novel tool for GC treatment. Pembrolizumab and nivo lumab are an antiPD1 monoclonal antibody, and they facilitated the capacity of the immune system. A phase Ⅱ study (KEYNOTE059) demonstrated that application of pembrolizumab alone showed clinical efficacy in previously treated advanced GC [66] . Treatment of pem brolizumab showed a higher overall response rate (ORR) for patients with PDL1 positive tumors, than in patients with PDL1 negative tumors. Interestingly, patients with microsatellitehigh (MSIHigh) revealed higher response compared with in those with nonMSIHigh tumors, suggesting the level of PDL1 and MSIHigh may serve as predictive biomarkers for efficacy of pembrolizumab. Besides, upregulated expression of PDL1/2 has been shown in the EBVpositive subtype of tumors [67] . The results of these studies have facilitated the adaptation of immune checkpoint inhibitors generally in patients with GC.
Comprehensive gene analysis
Whole genome sequencing to targeted sequencing has played a crucial role in the identification of the genetic variations and anomalies, which leads to the development of GC. Initiation of GC is closely associated with epigenetic modifications and genome alterations. Recently, human genome project was completed and examination of gene expression profiling has been deve loped. Several critical genes as biomarker have been identified through genomewide expression profile for GC [6870] . For genome analysis, cDNA microarrays and serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) have been mainly utilized [71] . Similar the microarray technique, SAGE is a powerful technique for worldwide analysis of gene expression in a quantitative manner without previous understanding of the gene sequences [72] . A recent cDNA microarray analysis assumed that seven genes exclusively expressed in patients with positive lymph node metastasis and five genes entirely expressed in lymph node negative patients. Genes (including Egr-1) which involved in cell growth, transcription and vascularization were upregulated, whereas those in apoptosis and cell differentiation was downregulated [73] . Upregulation of CEACEM6, APOC1, and YF13H12 have been shown to be frequently upregulated in GC [74] . In the meanwhile, significant correlation of FUS, CDH17, COLIA1, COLIA2, and APOE with invasion and meta stasis was proved. A recent comprehensive analysis using SAGE and Escherichia coli ampicillin secretion trap (CAST) detected several gene alterations in GC. Among them, CDH17, REG4, OLFM4, HOXA10, DSC2, TSPAN8 and TM9SF3 were upregulated and CLDN18 was down regulated in GC [75] . These molecules may not serve as just biomarkers but therapeutic target.
MSI
Microsatellites are repeating 16 nucleotide long units of DNA sequences that can be detected in both noncoding and protein coding sequences of DNA [76] . MSI is stated as somatic alterations in microsatellite sequences due to the insertion or deletion of those repeat units, which lead to genomic instability and increasing the susceptibility for the tumor development. Tumors showing 10%29% of unstable microsatellite are considered MSIlow while tumors with ≥ 30% of unstable microsatellite are clas sified as MSIhigh. In GC, 15%30% of tumor display MSI, mainly due to epigenetic silencing thorough pro moter hypermethylation of the MLH1 [77] . A recent compre hensive analysis from Korea have found that more than 63% of the MSIhigh GC identified the mutations within mononucleotide tracts in TGFBR2, CEP164, MIS18BP1, RNPC3, KIAA2018, CNOT1 and CCDC150 genes [78] . The high status of PIK3CA mutations in MSI positive GCs has shown the efficiency of PIK3CA inhibitors in the personalized treatment of MSI positive patients [79] . Studies have shown a strong association of MSI loci in GC with intestinal type, which undergoes more genomic instability in comparison to the diffuse type [80] . Interestingly, MSIhigh tumors had a better prognosis than MSIlow tumors because MSIhigh tumors showed an inferior capacity of invasion and lymph node meta stases [81] . A recent randomized clinical trial (MAGIC trial) reported that the prognosis of patients with MSIhigh gastroesophageal cancer showed significantly longer compared with those with MSS/MSIlow when treated with surgery alone. In contrast, when patients had a treatment with surgery and perioperative chemotherapy, the prognosis was shorter in patients with MSIhigh, suggesting that perioperative chemotherapy may not provide a benefit in patients with MSIhigh [82] . These showing results suggest that MSI frequency may be a beneficial predictive and prognostic biomarker in patients with GC.
Epigenetic alterations
Abnormality in the epigenetic system has been caused to pathogenic mechanism, which lead to the carcinogenesis of several cancers. Numerous of research has been performed linking aberrant DNA methylation profiles and histone modifications to progressive diseases, including cancers. The most widely studied epigenetic alteration in cancer is aberrant DNA methylation [83] . In humans, DNA methylation occurs at cytosine residues that precede guanines, called CpG dinucleotides (CphosphodiesterG). Abnormal DNA methylation in the promoter region of genes, resulted in the inactivation of tumor suppressor and other cancerrelevant genes is the most well defined epigenetic band in GC. Various risk factors such age, chronic inflammation, and infection with H. Pylori and EBV can cause the aberrant gene methylation in GC [84] . Defective DNA methylation in CDH1, CHFR, DAPK, GSTP1, p15, p16, RARβ, RASSF1A, RUNX3 and TFPI2 has been considered as a serum biomarker for the diagnosis of GC [84, 85] . Among them, the mitotic checkpoint gene, CHFR methylation has been found significantly elevated in mucosa from patients with GC in comparison to mucosa from normal gastric tissue. CHFR promoter methylation is related with tumor differentiation and lymph node involving [86] . Aberrant DNA methylation in noncancerous gastric mucosa has been implicated in gastric carcinogenesis and could be a useful biomarker for the assessing risk of GC. A recent study revealed that defect of expression of FAT4 gene was found in highly methylated GC cell lines and impairment of methylation reduced its expression. H. Pylori infection has also related to methylation frequency of FAT4 gene [87] . The under standings gained from genetic studies on molecular pathogenesis of GC may serve as the inciting cause of various experiments to identify different genetic biomarkers for early diagnosis and prognosis of this type of malignancy.
Genetic polymorphism
Genetic polymorphisms have a pivotal role in human malignancies, and the close association between cancer and genetic polymorphism for tumor initiation has been demonstrated in a variety of experimental studies [88] .
One of the important genetic polymorphisms in GC is
Interleukin1β (IL1β). IL1β and IL1RN have a lot of functionally related polymorphism which is associated with the secretion of IL1β. Existence of IL1β and IL 1RN polymorphisms with H. pylori infection has been shown to provide the progression of chronic atrophic gastritis and GC in an Algerian population [89] . To date, advancements of research have proved the importance of SNP in showing individual specific variations of gene aberrations. A recent study presented that the CD44 SNP genotype, rs187116 was a meaningful prognostic factor for early recurrent GC and CD44 isoform switching from CD44v to CD44s was closely related with this effect of CD44 rs187116 on tumor recurrence [90] . Furthermore, this CD44 SNP was an independent risk factor for disease free survival, suggesting that CD44 rs187116 may serve as a useful biomarker in GC patient in a Japanese population. A study to detect copy number variations and mutations found that the top mutated genes revealing high frequency were TP53, SYNE1, CSMD3, LRP1B, CDH1, PIK3CA, ARID1A and PKHD [91] . Copy number variation has been identified for KRAS, JAK2, CD274 and PDCD1LG2 genes using single cell resequencing amplified by different three whole genome amplification [92] .
NON-INVASIVE BIOMARKERS; LIQUID BIOPSIES
The main problem to the diagnosis, treatment and sur veillance of solid cancers is the necessity for getting appropriate tumor volume frequently and derived tumors does not fully represent the character of total tumor. A 'liquid biopsy' is in principle a sample of any body fluid that may contain genetic material from a tumor, for instance blood, urine, saliva or cerebrospinal fluid [93] . Progress in the field of liquid biopsies may solve the challenges with tissue biopsies by using body fluids to investigate disease biomarkers. Among the liquid biopsy options, blood samples are the most widely studied [93] . Peripheral blood samples from patients with cancer contain circulating tumor cells (CTCs), cellfree DNA, micro RNA, cell-free RNA and cell-derived vesicles, such as exosomes.
CTCs
CTCs are disseminated tumor cells as single cells or, less commonly, as cell clusters, derived from either pri mary tumors or metastases which are circulating in the bloodstream [94] . The existence of CTCs has been said to be clinically related with progressive or metastatic disease. Hence, CTCs can be used to monitor advanced stage disease without other surveillance markers. In particular, CTCs can be detected at an early stage before the metastasis occurs [94, 95] . CTCs can thus identify pa tients who would have more advantage from adjuvant treatment after surgery of primary cancer [94] . In GC, a recent metaanalysis of CTCs in patients with GC suggested associations of CTCs with prognosis, tumor staging, histologic type, and lymphovascular invasion [96] . A subset of detected CTCs with stem celllike characteristics or epithelialmesenchymal transition (EMT) properties, which should have the capacity for surviving and migrating to secondary foci, may play a pivotal role in tumor stage evaluation and prediction of recurrence. CD44 has been identified as a marker of GC stem cells and increased resistance for chemotherapy or radiation induced cell death was found in the CD44positive GC cells [97] . The expression of epithelial markers panCK, Ecadherin were decreased, and mesenchymal markers Ncadherin, vimentin were overexpressed in gastric CTCs, which may provide more useful information for prediction of recurrence [98] . To date, unfortunately, utilizing CTCs in GC is not still established in clinical practice. The novel innovative approaches for detecting EMT CTCs or circulating stem cells are needed to be developed and evaluation in clinical trials should be necessary. Interes tingly, a recent phase Ⅱ study presented that preselected patients whose primary tumors were HER2 but who had HER2+ CTCs had response rates equivalent to those reported in the trastuzumabpluschemotherapy arm of the ToGA study [99] .
Circulating cell-free DNA
Circulating cellfree DNA (cfDNA) is cellfree extracellular DNA originating from normal and cancerous cells identi calable in the blood (the plasma or the serum) [100] . The fraction of cell-free DNA that derived from primary tumors, metastases or from CTCs is called ctDNA. Cur rently, the utility of ctDNA in cancer treatment is the most extensively studied issue in cfDNA research. Com pared to the restrictions of conventional biopsy which leads to significant trauma and produces small sample size, ctDNA detection displays several benefits including convenient sampling, minimal invasiveness and high repeatability. Moreover, ctDNA has been shown to be more sensitive than CTC [100] . The potential diagnostic and /or prognostic values of quantifying cfDNA in GC patients compared to the healthy controls, have been evaluates in a variety of researches.
In GC, methylated promoter regions have been used extensively to identify ctDNA in both serum and plasma by methylation-specific PCR. A recent meta analysis study showed that detection of ctDNA had an obvious advantage in GC diagnosis specificity, although no superiority of ctDNA over conventional protein biomarkers was detected in sensitivity, such as CEA, CA125 and CA724 [101] . With regard to prognostic value, significantly poorer DFS and OS in patients were identified. A recent study described that serum APC promotor 1A and RASSF1A promoter hypermethylation in cfDNA was a frequent epigenetic event in patients with early operable GC [102] . Interestingly, cfDNA showing EpsteinBarr virus (EBV) DNA has been proved to be useful for identifying the EBVassociated GC subtype, monitoring tumor development, and managing response in patients with this subtype [103] . Tumor responses to lapatinib plus Capecitabine were closely related with changes in plasmadetected ERBB2 copy number th rough serial cfDNA sequencing [26] .
MicroRNA
Dysregulations in noncoding regulatory RNAs can con tribute to cancer initiation and development [104] . A class of small cellular RNAs, termed microRNAs (miRNAs) are 18 to 24 nucleotides noncoding RNA fragments whose function is to bind the 3′UTR region of their target gene and regulate its expression by impairing the trans lation [105107] . MicroRNAs are key players in regulating several biological processes of the cell proliferation, dif ferentiation, migration, and invasion [105] . Expression profiling of microRNAs have shown the distinctive signatures of these small regulatory RNAs in different cancers including GC [108] . Numerous microRNAs have been identified and recognized to be implicated in GC [108, 109] . MiRNAs can have a critical role in cancer cell progression through EMT into metastases. The miR200 family promotes EMT, resulting in cancer cell migration by suppressing Ecadherin and ZEB2 expressions [110] . It is known that miRNAs can increase the expression of oncogenes or reduce the expression of tumor suppressor genes [111] Abundant differentially expressed miRNAs have been associated with different stages of GC. miRNAs such as miR21, miR23a, miR27a, miR106b25, miR 130b, miR199a, miR215, miR222221 and miR370 were associated with oncogenic activity of GC. Whereas, miR29a, miR101, miR125a, miR129, miR148b, miR 181c, miR212, miR218, miR335, miR375, miR449, miR486 and miR512 reveal tumor suppressive activity [108] . Recently, the research for miRNA as biomarker in human malignancies has facilitated because of the unique feature of miRNAs. Cellfree miRNAs (cfmiRNAs) can be derived from cancer cells to body fluids via secreting exosomes particles, which lead to protected from RNase mediated degradation in circulation, and thus are easily extractable from a variety of body fluids including blood, saliva, urine, feces etc. Thus, cfmiRNA could be a useful noninvasive biomarker for diagnosis and relapse of GC. Recent experimental analyses have validated expression levels of cfmiRNAs in serum are consistent with gastric tumor tissue [112] . A study based on analysis of compre hensive expression profiling of miRNAs presented that high expression of two potential biomarkers (miR331 and miR21) was observed in peripheral blood than in the vein draining the primary tumor and suggested as a potential diagnostic biomarker [113] . A significantly poorer OS was shown in highly miR21 expressed group compared with low miR21 expressed group in meta analysis study. Several other miRNAs showed significant prognostic value in this study. Among them, miR20b, 125a, 137, 141, 146a, 196a, 206, 218, 4865p and 506 showed convincing as prognostic biomarkers in patients with GC [114] . Overexpression of six serumbased miRNAs (miR10b5p, miR1323p, miR1855p, miR1955p, miR 20a3p, and miR2965p) was shown in GC compared with normal controls by using qRTPCRbased Exiqon panel [115] . In the arm not receiving chemotherapy, high expression of miR10b5p or miR2965p in tissues cor related with shorter OS. Consequently, cfmiRNAs would play an increasingly important role in the diagnosis, prognosis and/or prediction of recurrence of GC. In contrast, it has been said to be difficult to utilize a miRNA as a cancer biomarker in clinical practice [116] . However, to date, clinical study are ongoing to analyze the expression level of miRNA using next generation sequencing (NGS) in GC tissue and blood by chemotherapy response (NCT03253107). Similarly, a phase Ⅱ study to elucidate whether response to pralatrexate can be predicted by miR2155p is currently underway (NCT02050178). When these trials will complete with convincing evidence, miRNAs would be promising markers or new therapeutic targets for drug response prediction and control as well as modification of conventional adjuvant therapy.
Long noncoding RNAs
Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are sequences of nucleotides longer than 200, that can function as on cogenic or tumorsuppressor [117] . The lncRNAs act as trans criptional mediator, splicing regulator, posttranscriptional processor, enhancer, molecular sponge for miRNAs, chromatin remodeler. The lncRNAs are frequently ex pressed in a disease-or developmental-specific manner and thus submit potential as a biomarker [111] . Nowadays over 56000 human lncRNAs populating the human genome have been identified and about 135 lncRNAs have been recognized as dysregulated in GC, so they are closely related to tumorigenesis, metastases, and prognosis [117, 118] . Impaired expression of ncRuPAR significantly associated with lymph node metastasis, distant metastasis, tumor size and TNM stage in patients with GC [119] . A downregulation in the expression of AI364715, GACAT1, and GACAT2 in GC tissues could also serve as a prognostic marker [120] . LncRNA PVT1 was markedly overexpressed in GC tissues compared with that in the normal control and could be an independent prognostic marker [121, 122] . However, further studies about lncRNAs are needed in order to identify their possible clinical utilization.
Exosomes
Exosomes, small cellderived vesicles, can protect RNAs and miRNAs, from being degraded [123127] . When exosomes were exposed to RNase the contained RNAs were protected from degradation while cellular RNA was degraded by the same RNase [126] . Exosomes hold great potential for both diagnosis and prognosis of diseases and are exceptionally useful as cancer biomarkers [128] . miR19b and miR106a, identified in serumcirculating exosomes, remarkably overexpressed in individuals with GC compared to healthy controls. Furthermore, the validated miRNAs were correlated to lymphatic metastasis and expressed at higher levels in stages Ⅲ and Ⅳ compared to Ⅰ and Ⅱ stages in GC [129] . Similarly, Increased expressions of exosomal miR21 and miR 12255p, isolated peritoneal lavage fluid, were exhibited in patients with T4stage cancer compared with that in T1 to T3stage patients [130] . These findings suggest that exosomes may serve as novel diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers for GC.
STOMACH SPECIFIC BIOMARKER
Gastric washes/gastric juice
Because many mucosal cells can be found in stomach juice, the detection of molecular markers in stomach juice is a possible noninvasive approach to screening for GC. Gastric juice could serve as an excellent source of GC biomarkers, because these are directly released by the tumor without being excluded by the liver. Thus, gastric washes represent an alternative source for detecting aberrant DNA methylation. The analysis for the methylation levels of six genes (ADAM23, GDNF, MINT25, MLF1, PRDM5, RORA) demonstrated that a combination of the markers MINT25, PRDM5 and GDNF achieved a high sensitivity (95%) and specificity (92%) [131] . As well, BARHL2 methylation in gastric wash DNA or gastric juice exosomal DNA significantly attenuated after endoscopic resection, suggesting that BARHL2 methylation could be useful for predicting tumor relapse [132] . The levels of PVT1 in gastric juice from gastric patients were significantly higher than those from normal subjects. PVT1 might serve as a promising biomarker for early detection and prognosis prediction of GC [121] . Gastric juice miR-421, miR-21, miR-106a and miR-129 represent a potential biomarker for screening GC [133] .
Other specific biomarker
Microaerophilic, spiralshaped Gramnegative bacterium Helicobacter pylori (H.pylori) infection has been said to be associated with the initiation of GC in clinico epidemiological studies [134] . H. pylori Cytotoxinassociated gene A (CagA) is the first identified bacterial protein playing a positive role in the progression of GC [135] . The molecular mechanism underlying CagApositive H. pylori induced GC has been widely studied. CagA induces dysregulation of a variety of signaling pathways, including Wnt/βcatenin, PI3K/Akt, JNK, NFκB, Hedgehog, JAK/ATAT has been identified, which results in the carcinogenesis of GC [136] . Interestingly, the development of EBVpositive GC has been shown to be prompted by H. pylori CagA activity, via SHP1 inhibition through exhibition of PTPN6 hypermethylation [137] . In similar, H. pylori producing another bacterial toxin vacuolating toxin A (vacA) infection were meaningfully associated with increased risk of GC [138] . is secreted into the stomach but is absent in GC. Its biological function is still unclear, but it is considered to serve as the replenishment of the surface lumen epithelial cell layer, in maintaining mucosal integrity [139] . GKN1 acts as a tumor suppressor and a modulator of apoptotic signals in GC. Due to a facilitated risk of gastric carcinogenesis in patients who have a lower expression of the protein, GKN1 could also be considered a biomarker for cancer specific to stomach. Epigenetic mechanisms leading to the inactivation of GKN1 play a key role in the multistep process of gastric carcinogenesis.
CONCLUSION
Through recent rapid advanced understanding of cancer biology, particularly in the field of molecular cell signaling and genetic and/or epigenetic dysregulation, the pattern of gastric carcinogenesis, and the pathways involved have become clearer. These findings may provide precious objectives for the early diagnosis of GC. Reliable prognostic and predictive markers as mentioned above may contribute to improved outcome of advanced GC. Current topics of GC biomarker based on a variety of molecular and genetic feature in this review article were summarized in Table 1 . We also classified these biomarkers for early diagnosis, recurrence forecast and chemotherapy benefits assessment (Supplementary Table 1 ). The use of these new biomarkers such as evaluation of expression levels of various proteins and genes (i.e., FGFR, CDH1, PI3K, MET, VEGFR, TP53, and PD1) and various body fluid samples (CTC, cfDNA, miRNAs and exosomes) have opened new opportunity for diagnosis and monitoring patients with GC. And these markers will continue to be tested, developed from know ledge of novel approach, such as NGS [140] . This would facilitate more individualized treatment approaches.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Although biological researchers have shown a lot of new findings in regard to biomarkers of GC to numerous publications, only conventional biomarkers (CEA, CA199, etc.) and HER2 are still in clinical use. It is urgently expected to develop biomarkers that are conventional, noninvasive, highly specific, capable of early detection and leading to treatment choice. Ideal biomarkers for early detection of cancer should be upregulated in majority of patients with high level in cancerous tissues.
GC is a highly heterogeneous disease where even similar clinical and pathologic features lead to different outcomes, suggesting that previous staging systems may have extended to their limit of benefit for predicting patients' outcome and therapy. Thus, the novel classification of patients with GC to provide preventive and therapeutic approaches based on the genome analysis and clinical evidences are needed. In a recent, the genomic characterization of GC has led to the development of new classification by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Research Network. The division of GC into four molecular types: (1) Tumors positive for EBV, (2) MSIhigh tumors, (3) genomically stable tumors, and (4) tumors with chromosomal instability, allows identifying patients on the basis of the molecular features [67] . Future strategies aiming to translate molecular classification and profiling of tumors into therapeutic targets and predictive biomarkers in GC will be useful. The subtype of EBV positive cancer is characterized by recurrent PIK3CA and ARID1A mutations, and high expression of PDL1 and PDL2, extreme DNA hypermethylation, which should be the good candidate as the diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers. Inhibition of DNA methylation, and the suppression of immune checkpoints are promising target of this subtype. The MSIhigh subtype reveals often mutation of multiple genes such as HER2 and HER3. Thus, besides the MSI, ErB family may be considerable as biomarker of this subtype. As mentioned previously, gastric MSIhigh tumors represent a high frequency of PDL1 expression. Hence, this subtype may be a pivotal candidate to antiPD1 therapy. The genomically stable subtype has a few somatic copynumber alterations but involves ARID1A and RHOA mutations or CLDN18-ARHGAP gene fusions. RhoA and its related genes could acts as the therapeutic biomarker of this subtype. The subtype with chromosomal instability is rich in TP53 muta tions, and has relatively abundant amplifications of RTK genes. Therefore, this subtype can be the target therapy for RTKs, including EGFR and VEGF. The molecular classification of GC will further highlight the need for the identification and use of molecular biomarkers.
Genome wide investigation of cancer transcriptomes identified many new candidate genes. On the contrast, the candidate gene lists generated from comprehensive gene analysis vary considerably among individual studies. Therefore, it is essential to pinpoint the key players that can be explored for the development of biomarkers and leads for better cancer management. On the other hand, with regard to molecular targeting agents, their target molecules and related genes would be suitable for predicting treatment response more accurately.
The discovery of precise biomarker closely related with GC development can also be applied to treatment. We hope that this article will help design to identify the robust biomarkers in clinical care of patients and they can be relevant for the ultimate prevention and treatment of GC.
